Instructions for filling out the form 800
Please fill out the form with print letters or type.

Customer's Details
1.1

Full name of the person or corporation body : Name of the person, enterprise, or organization firm
who applies.
an authorization for operate the radio station on board of the vessel.

1.2

User Number: This number is given to the person who already holds an authorization to operate
telecommunication System ( Write the Number if you have it, If not leave it blank) .

1.3

R.T.N. : National Registry Tax Number : This is a data only for Honduran citizen and companies.

1.4

Number of the Identification Document : Identity Number passport ,number ( Only for foreigners )
of the applicant . Only for individuals.

1.5

Applicant address : Complete address ( Zone , block, Avenue, House Numbers.)

1.6

Town /City : Town or city where the applicant is located.

1.7

State/Province: Department for Honduran Citizen, Sate or province for foreigners.

1.8

Country : Name of the Country where the applicant is active.

1.9

Telephone Number : Enter the number where you can be contacted.

1.10

Facsimile: Facsimile Number of the applicant.

1.11

E-mail Address: When applicable

1.12

Others: Write any other communications means to reach you, at any time, specially for
emergency purpose.

1.13

Full Name of the legal Attorney: Enter the Complete name and address of the Company,
Organization or individual who will be ultimately responsible.

1.14

Legal Representative Position in to the company.

1.15

R.T.N: National Registry Tax Number of the legal attorney.

1.16

Number of the Identification documents: Identity Number, Passport Number ( only foreigners)

2

Applying Types
Mark with an X the category of the Person or organization that is applying.

3
Attorney Personal Details
3.1 Full Lawyer Name who represents the person, firm or organization before CONATEL authorities.
3.2 Address: Complete address of the Legal Attorney.
3.3 Professional College Number of the legal Attorney.
3.4 E-mail: Please complete when the applicable.
3.5 Facsimile: Attorney Facsimile Number.
3.6 Telephone Number: Enter the number where you can be contacted at business hours.

4. Details of the accounting authority
4.1 Full Name of the Accounting Authority : Write the name of the company in charge of the radio,
telephone Accounting of the
vessel.
4.2 AAIC code ( International Accounting Authority Code). Formed by two letters with identify the
country and two numbers between 0 1 and 25.

5.

Vessel General Data

5.1 Current Name : write down the current name of the vessel at the moment of presenting this
application form.

5.2 Past Name: Write down the immediate past name of the vessel.
5.3 Base port of the vessel : Write down the base port of the vessel form which the vessel usually start it’s
operation depending on it’s activity.
5.4 Vessel Usual Route: Write the regular harbors that the vessel visits in the commercial that she follows.
You can also indicate an itinerary defined by 2 ports in the ends of the said route.
5.5 al 5.12 : please fill up all the physical details used in these numbers.
5.15 Write down the code of the merchant marine of Honduras assigned to the vessel which appears in
the navigation license.
6.

Vessel General classification
Mark the general category with X which best suits the general activity of the vessel.

7.

Vessel Special classification
Mark the general category with X which best suits the specific activity of the vessel

8.

Details of the Radioelectric Station
This section should be completed by the radioelectric station operator of the ship, since it is
described of the radiocommunication station that the vessel possesses in each of the general bands
of the frequency spectrum, that is to say namely: LF/MF, HF AND VHF. For each of this band s have
been written the sub-bands of the Mobil maritime service (some are exclusive and other are shared
with other services ) in which the vessel can have equipment’s operating. A blank have been reserved
for two equipment per bands. Mark with and X the corresponding bands and fill up the detail of each
equipment operating in them.
If the vessel owns a satellite station in the INMARSAT system it should be so indicated and the
application provided by this organization should also be filled up following it’s owns instructions. The
form dully filled must be sent to one of the PSAs (Point of Service Activation) of INMARSAT that
CONATEL has approved to process this applications. The terminal which is registered in another
country before Honduras, will have to be cancelled this registry before the authorization in Honduras.

9.

Radionavegation Helps:
complete this section for the radio navigation equipment of the vessel if the equipment to describe is
not listed, please add it up in the blank spaces under the names ANOTHER 1 and ANOTHER 2.
Complete the data of all the equipment’s you list.

10. Auxiliary Equipment’s
The auxiliary equipment are the radio beacon for the emergency signal transmission in case of
disaster you can indicate the frequency where this radio beacon operates. Checking with an X the
appropriated blank. If the vessel is obligated to have an EPIRB according to the SOLAS agreement
dispositions. Do indicate its operating band . If the ship has lifeboats and some of them have portable
equipment do fill out, in the information required.
11. Attached Documents
Mark with an X the appropriate blank and write down the number of pages of each.
•

List others Attached Documents
If you present documents which are not mentioned in the numbers 11.1 to 11.6 mark form
numbers 11.7 and indicate how many different documents you present, and also the numbers of
pages related to these documents. In the square, list other attached documents and write down
the documents names.

•

Total presented Documents
Write down the total number of document you present.
Total presented documents
Write down here the number of pages presented.

•

12. Customer’s Declaration

In this final section is required that both the owners and the legal attorney sign up and if possible stamp
this evaluating the information submitted and accepting the conditions of the writing declaration. Write
down the place and date of each signature.

1.

Note: Every documents submitted must be properly foliated, meaning : Write down a correlative
number of each page.
The numbering is made sheet by sheet, not by page ( only the front of the ship is numbered, not the
back side.)

